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Abstract

Yellow sand of the Pleistocene Bassendean and Spearwood dunes of the Swan Coastal Plain of SW
Australia contains sedimentary stratification at depth (>3-5m). Yellow sand is divided into units of high
and low angled inclined strata, horizontal strata, and massive sand. Sequences of sand typically contain
up to five major disconformities. Dip direction resultants of inclined strata at individual study sites indi-

cate that Pleistocene wind directions were dominantly from the eastern sector, sub-dominantly from the
NW,and to a minor extent from the Wand SW. Dip direction mean vector resultant of all inclined strata

is 210° indicating that the sands were transported mainly from the NE. These data preclude, as major
processes, origin of the yellow sand by either iu situ decalcification of coastal limestones or by coastal-

marine derivation as carbonate-free quartz sand. Cross-strata and horizontal strata were emplaced by
the migration of desert aeolian dune fields (desert ergs) during at least six glacial age arid phases, mostly
during the middle Pleistocene. During the intervening wetter interglacial periods yellow sands were ex-

tensively bioturbated to depths of 3-5m, thereby degrading the dunes and producing massive yellow
sand under the major disconformities.

Introdoction

The Swan Coastal Plain of the Perth Basin, South-
western Australia has an extensive cover of mainly
Pleistocene siliciclastic sand (McArthur & Bettenay 196(5,

Playford etal 1975, 1976; Wilde & Low 1978, 1980; Fig. 1).

This cover includes Bassendean Sand, yellow sand
overlying Tamala Limestone, and some of their altered

equivalents such as white quartz sand, brown quartz sand
and brown sandstone. These sand formations traditionally

have been interpreted as coastal -marine derived cal-

careous deposits which have been decalcified in situ by
leaching processes to a residue of yellow quartz sand
(Prider 1948, McArthur & Bettenay 1960, Lowry 1977,
Wyrwoll & King 1984, amongst others).

Crucial evidence of long standing for decalcificalion (e^

Prider 1948) is, that near the coast where yellow sand
overlies limestone, from which traditionally it is concluded
the sand was leached, the yellow sand has a massive struc-
ture {eg Spearwood Dunes). Inland where yellow sand
does not overlie limestone it generally also has a similar
massive structure (c;? Bassendean Sanci, yellow sand of the
Yoganup Formation). Thus massive structure (absence of
lamination/ bedding) has been cited as key evidence for an
in situ decalcification origin. However, documentation of
these sand formations in terms of their genetically import-
ant sedimentary features (c^ stratigraphy, geometry, struc-
ture, fabric, texture and composition) is negligible.

This paper provides the first detailed treatment of pri-

mary sedimentaiy structures in the yellow sands of the

Bassendean and Spearwood dunes within the central sec-

tor of the Swan Coastal Plain (Fig. 1 ). The paper deals only
with Bassendean Sand and the quartz sand overlying the

Tamala Limestone referred to the Karrakatta and Cottesloe

soil associations (McArthur & Bettenay I960), and specifi-

cally excludes the Cooloongup Sancf with its local grey
coloration and occasional shell content (Passmore 1970),

ellow sand of the Yoganup Formation (Low 1971), Eaton
and (Semeniuk 1983X the complex quartz sand deposits

of the hinterland of Geographe Bay (Baxter 1977), and
possible minor non-aeolian facies of the yellow sands {eg

Wyrwoll & King 1984). It is also stressed that this study

mainly concentrates on primary sedimentary features of

the yellow sands anci not on their - pedogenic or

geohydrologic alteration products such as humic quartz

sand, white quartz sand and ferruginized sand. These vari-

ous secondary overprints are briefly described as a back-

ground to understanding the destruction of primary sedi-

mentary structures in yellow sands.

Previous studies

The major geological attributes of Perth Basin yellow

sand have not been documented in systematic detail.

These attributes should include genetically critical sedi-

mentary features such as geomorphic expression, bound-
ary types, stratigraphic associations and relationships, ge-
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Figure 1 Location and regional setting of study sites. A Location of study area in Western Australia. B Location of study

area in the Perth Basin. C Regional geomorphic units of the Swan Coastal Plain, the landward portion of the central Perth

Basin, and their relationship to insets of study site settings (after McArthur and Bettenay I960). D, E, F & G Location and

setting of study sites (geomorphic unit boundaries after Gozzard 1983, 1986; Jordan 1986). Note the boundary between

the Bassendean and Spearwood Dune sands as mapped by Gozzard (1983, 1986) and Jordan (1986) is 1.5 to 4km further

east than it is as mapped by McArthur & Bettenay (1960).
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ometry and dimensions, internal structure (types, dip

angles, dip directions etc), fabric, texture (grain size,

sorting, percentage fines, roundness, etc) and composition
(grain types, grain coatings, internal features of grains,

mineralogy of grains ffc) {eg see Folk 1974, Pettijohn et al

1987, Lincfholm 1987). Previous investigations into yellow
sand have been directed towards agriculture and pedology
(McArthur & Bettenay i960), environmental and land use
planning (Dept of Conserv & Envir 1980), hydrology and
groundwater supply (Allen 1981), engineerir^ (Klenowski

1976), heavy mineral deposits (Baxter 197^, geological

mapping (Wilde & Low 1978, 1980; Gozzard 1983, 1986;

Jordan 1986); and lithostratigraphic sub-division and defi-

nition (Low 1971, Playford & Low 1972). These studies

provide information on various aspects of yellow sand, but
they are not directly relevant to unravelling its origin. De-
spite this, many of these studies form the basis for the tra-

ditional views of coastal-marine derivation and in situ de-
calcification for the origin of yellow sand (Lowry 1977).

Two published studies have dealt specifically with the gen-
esis of Perth Basin yellow sand (G)assford& Killigrew’ 1976
and Wyrwoll & King 1984). These studies, however, fo-

cused mostly on the textures of yellow sand.

Although stratification is an important feature for inter-

preting the origin of sand (Potter & Pettijohn 1977,

Lindholm 1 987), it has not been the subject of any previous
work on Perth Basin yellow sand. Generally, yellow sands
are regarded to be structureless or massive (eg Prider 1948,

Wyrwol! & King 1984). Theonly published mention, toour
knowledge, of stratification in yellow sand is the reference

by Baxter (1977) to "delicate cross-bedding" in Bassendean
Sand in the Busselton area.

Methods

Stratification and disconformities in yellow sand se-

quences were studied in 15 ouarry exposures in the Perth
region of the Swan Coastal Plain (Fig. 1). These quarries

represent all sand quarries that to our knowledge were
being excavated during this study. Stratification was best

studied in winter when the sand is moist. In summer, the

sand is dry and commonly slumps during and following
excavation. This slumping covers the deeper sequences of
yellow sand, thereby typically concealing stratification.

Four of the quarries are located in the middle to eastern

parts of the Spearwood Dunes; eleven of the quarries are in

the Bassendean Dunes. Structures within the sand were
documented using the terminology of McKee & Weir
(1953) and Lindholm (1987). Stratification and
disconformities were mapped in the field onto panoramic
photographs of quarry W'alls.

The true dip angle and dip direction of cross-layering
was determined by measurements on partially excavated
individual surfaces of the sedimentary layers or laminae of

a given cross-layered set which were traceable in three di-

mensions. Usually 5-10 separate laminae were measured
in this manner at each sampling locality. Depending on the
amount of exposure, 2-5 sites typically xvere measured in

each quarry. Dip angle and dip direction (magnetic) read-

ings were taken according to tne number and thickness of
large scale cross-layered sets. Most readings w'ere at c 0.5-

1 .5m vertical intervals for a set. For example, for a 3m thick

set, three readings were taken at approximately 0.5m, 1 .5m
and 2.5m above the base of the set. In the case of a 5m thick
set five readings were taken at approximately, 0.5m, 1.5m,
2.5m, 3.5m and 4.5m above the base of the set. The con-
straints of availability and wall condition of quarries has
limited the data base of this paper to 228 dip angle and di-

rection measurements of inclined strata from 12-15 lo-

calities. Additional measurements should be collected as

existing quarries are excavated further and when new
quarries are opened.

Sketches and photographs were used to record second-
ary overprints. Sediment was carefully sampled in situ by
a 5 cm corer and retrieved to the laboratory for impreg-
nation and slicing. Oriented thin sections were prepared
from the impregnated in situ blocks for petrographic study.
Selected laminae and groups of laminae also were sampled
and sieved at half phi intervals for granulometric analysis.

Representive samples and sub-samples were x-rayed with
Co K-alpha radiation and diffractograms were interpreted
using Brindley & Brown (1980).

Nomenclatare

The Sahara Desert term erg is used in this study. Orig-
inally erg referred to a vast region in the Sahara Desert cov-
ered by deep aeolian sand (Gary et al 1972). Implicit in this

original meaning were a mid-latitude location, a desert set-

ting, and a continental, as distinct from coastal, character
and derivation for the sand. Subsequent workers, how-
ever, expanded the original meaning of the term to en-
compass large scale coastal and non-desert aeolian sand
bodies, or sand seas (e^ Blakey rf al 1988; Marzolf 1988). It

is therefore important to define the sense in which erg is

used. In this study erg refers to a vast, large scale or re-

gional scale tract of continental desert-aeolian sand in the
form of sheets and dunes. For added emphasis and clarity

the term is used in conjunction with desert, ie desert erg.

Other types of aeolian sand seas can then be categorized,
for example, as coastal erg or humid erg.

The term desert is used in this paper in the sense of low
to middle latitude terrains with no vegetation cover or with
a vegetation cover which is too sparse to prevent wide-
spread aeolian transport of sand. Controls such as effective

rainfall, windiness, sand supply etc may variously contrib-
ute to producing a desert terrain. For a discussion of the
main factors which can produce a desert-aeolian terrain

see Ash & Wasson (1983) and Marzolf (1988).

Geological setting

The study area is within the Swan Coastal Plain, a
coastal lowland of the Perth Basin with a mainly relict

Pleistocene surface (Playford et al 1976, Wilde & Low
1978, 1980). Within this setting there is a Pleistocene
lithostratigraphic unit of yellow sand (Prider 1948,
Glassford 1980) relevant to this study w'hich usually has
been assigned to more than one formation (Fig. 1):

• vellow quartz sand portion of Bassendean Sand (-
bassendean Dunes of McArthur & Bettenay, 1960)

• yellow quartz sand assigned to the Tamala Limestone
(within the Spearwood Dunes of McArthur &
Bettenay, 1960).

To date, however, the bulk of the yellow quartz sand
overlying the Tamala Limestone within the Spearwood
Dunes has not been formally recognized as a separate for-

mation, except in local areas such as Rockingham
(Cooloongup Sand; Passmore 1970) and Australind (Eaton
Sand; Semeniuk 1983). Lithologically similar yellow sands
(Prider 1948, Glassford 1980) which are located east of

Perth on the eastern margin of the Pinjarra Plain and in the
foothills of the Darling Scarp (Low & Lake 1970, Low et al

1970, Wilde & Low 1978, 1980) have been assigned to the
Yoganup Formation (Low 1971). For the sake of simplicity

the Yoganup Formation yellow sands in this complex
geomorphic setting are excluded from the present study.
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The age of the yellow sands is interpreted to be mainly
middle Pleistocene (Playford et al 1975). It forms much of

the land surface of the coastal plain to landward of the

Holocene coastal dune belt and the Pleistocene limestone
ridges. Where the yellow sand underlies the coastal

limestones it may range to Pliocene in age (Logan et al

1970, Glassford 1980).

The terrain of yellow sand on the coastal plain is the

western fringe of a vast, diachronous cover of sand dunes
and sand sheets which extend westwards from the central

Australian Desert (Killigrew & Glassford 1976, Glassford

1980, 1987, Beard 1984). Thus yellow sand occurs exten-

sively on the Yilgam Block and forms an extensive and
thick lithosome that underlies and overlies coastal

limestones and underlies landward parts of the coastal

plain (Semeniuk & Glassford 1988).

On the coastal plain near the present coast, there is a

shore-parallel belt of Pleistocene coastal limestone ridges

(Tamafa Limestone). These ridges, with variable cover of

yellow sand, form shore outcrops, or may be buried by
Holocene littoral and coastal-dune deposits. In cross sec-

tion the coastal limestone complex forms a large lens

mainly on, but also within, the western margin of the

aeolian sand sheet described above, a relationship that is

evident for much of the west coastal region of Western
Australia from Shark Bay to Perth, a distance of over I 200
km (Logan et al 1970, McWhaein Quilty 1974, Glassford

1980, Allen 1981, Semeniuk & Glassford 1988). The east-

ern contact of the limestone-ridge-belt with yellow quartz

sand of the hinterland is complicated; ie it may be sharp, or

lithologically gradational, marked by east-west inter-

fingering, or marked by zones of scattered limestone lenses

in yellow sand (Semeniuk & Glassford 1988).

The lithofacies referred to herein as yellow sand,

although typically yellow, also includes sands varying

from red to brown to locally white. Grain sizes range from
bimodal to poorly unimodal to unimodal, and the sand is

typically fine skewed, well to poorly sorted and medium
sized. Framework grains are predominantly quartz, with

moderate to minor microcline and minor heavy minerals.

The grains have a coating of silt-clay sized kaolin, goelhite

(yellow) and/or haematite (red) and quartz. These latter

rninerals also occur in the less than O.Ovmmfraction of the

sediment (Glassford 1980).

Description and interpretation of
stratification in yellow sand

Contour data from 1 :25 000 topographic sheets and field

observations of surface morphology indicate that sites 1, 2,

3, 4 and 7 of this study are within large scale sand-sheet
ramparts which drape the landward side of the coastal-

limestone-ridge belt; sites 5 & 6 are in sinuous and para-

bolic landforms; and sites 8 to 15 are within an east- west

oriented linear draa with stellate landforms (Table 1; Fig.

1). The term Jraa refers to large scale dunes or megadunes
and compound or complex types of composite dunes
(Wilson 1972, Leeder 1982, Lancaster 1988).

On the basis of presence/absence and inclination of

large scale (> Im thick) sets of stratification, yellow sand is

divisible into:

1) units with inclined strata ie cross-strata (high and low
angled);

2) units with horizontal strata; and

3) units with massive structure.

These features are described below. Small scale (<0.3m
thick) sets of cross-strata were not observed at any of the

sites. The thinnest recognizable strata or laminae that com-
prise sets of cross-strata and horizontal strata in yellow
sand are mostly evident due to differences in size of frame-
work sand grains and, to a lesser extent, to varying
amounts of yellow to brown silt-clay sized matrix fill of

kaolin and goethite and variations in framework-grain
coatings of kaolin and goethite.

Inclined strata

Description

l^rge scale sets of inclined strata (commonly referred to

as cross-strata) occur extensively in 13 of the quarries

(Table 1). Sets of cross-strata typically are up to 5- 10m
thick, and generally, only occur at depths of more than

3-5m below the present landsurface. Cross-stratification

consists dominantly of tabular-shaped sets of planar cross-

strata with local minor occurrences of wedge-shaped and
hummocky-shaped sets of planar and cur\'ed cross-strata

(Figs 2, 3 & 4). Tabular-shaped sets of planar cross-strata

have been traced continuously along recently exposed

quarry faces for distances of 10 to 100 m. Generally ex-

posures of cross-stratification are limited by an upper zone

of bioturbation, or by lateral slumps of quarry walls, or by

quarry floors.

Table 1

Sand quarries near Perth with large scale

cross-stratification and major disconformities.

Quarries examined
and their site

numbers'

Large scale

cross-stratification-

Major
disconformities'

1 Wangara North present 2 present

2 Wangara present 3 present

3 Landsdale West - 2 present

4 l.andsdaie East -
1 present

5 Bcihus present -

b Henley Brtxik present 1 present

7 Mirrabt)oka present 5 present

H landakot West present -

9 Jandakot East present -

10 jandakot North 1 present -

1 ] jandakot North 2 present -

12 Canning Vale present 1 present

13 Banjup West present 1 present

14 Banjup East 1 present 1 present

15 Banjup East 2 present 1 present

' See Fig. 1 for location of sites.

- Large-scale is defined as greater than l.Om thick.

' Number of major disconformities in the yellow sand sequences.
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Figure 2 Range of stratification features at a single typical locality, Ban jup West. See Fig. I for location. A Panoramic dia-

gram of stratification and location of insets. B Alarge scale, tabular set of planar horizontal strata overlain by a large scale,

wedge-shaped set of planar cross-strata (inclined strata). C A large scale set of concave-upwards, trough cross-strata.

Note the rivulets of flowing sand which are building avalanche cones of sand. The continued growth of avalanche cones

of sand will eventually conceal the stratification. D Thinnest recognizable strata in a large-scale set of low angle, planar

cross-strata produced by differences in grain size of framework sand grains. The coarser layers (a) resemble ripple-form

strata of Hunter (1977). The finer layers (b) resemble grainfall strata of Hunter (1977). Coin is 21mmin diameter, t Layer-

ing in a large-scale set of planar cross-strata produced by differences in texture, composition and colour. Thin prominent

layers have framework quartz-sand grains supported in a silt-clay matrix of yellowish brown goethite, kaolin and quartz.

Thick layers lack the silt-clay matrix. Coin is 28mmin diameter. F Disconformity (a) between two units of yellow sand.

The discontinuity between the units is produced by: geometry of interface; changes in stratification details away from the

contact; and structural, textural, compositional and colour differences between the two units on either side of the

interface. The massive zone below the disconformity is a palaeosol (b) which indicates the disconformity is a regional

bounding surface (Talbot 1985). Note also the common inaistinct appearance of stratification. Several metres of surfidal

sand has teen removed from this section by excavating machinery. Spade for scale is 1 min length. GCloser view of dis-

conformity surface, sloping from upper left to lower right and with underlying, mostly massive palaeosol with rare or-

ganic material and burrow -structures (a). Note rivulets of flowing sand on the leit hand side. Coin is 24 mmin diameter.
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Site 1 (View looking east]

white sand major disconformity

Site 2 (View looking north}

major disconformities

Site 2 (View looking northeast)

major disconformities timestone lens

Site 5 (View looking northeast)

^modified land surface
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Site 6 (View looking southwest) Site 14 (View looking northeast)
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Site 7 (View looking southwest) major
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Site 8 (.View looking northeast) Site 8
looking northwest)
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Site 9 (View looking northwest) Site 10 (View looking northwest)
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Site 15 (View looking west)
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NB:

Explanation

Stratified yellow quartz sand showing
most prominent stratification.

Massive yellow sand with thin zones ot

white and brown sand.

Slumped sand, formed after excavation

Disconformity

All land surfaces have been modified by
earth-moving machinery

Figure 3 Panoramic diagrams of stratification attitudes and relationships within sequences of yellow sand, Swan Coastal
Plain, southwestern Australia. See Fig. 1 for locations.
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Figure 4 Primary stratification and secondary overprint fetures in yellow sand. See Fig. 1 for locations. A Four units (1,

2 3 4 of yellow sand bounded by three disconformjties (1, 11, III), Mirrabooka quarry. Note the common indistinct nature

of the stratification. Unit 1 is mostly massive. Unit 3 has large scale, high angle planar and langental cross-strata which

dip towards the west (towards RHS). Unit 3 has large scale, high and Tow angle planar cross-strata which dir towards

the east (towards LHS). Unit 4 has been truncated by earth-moving machinery. Spade for scale is 1 min length See I able

2 & Fig. 7 B Set of large scale, low angle, planar cross-strata dipping towards the southwest (towards LHS),-JandaKOt

North /. Note firstly, cross-stratification at depth is obscured by cone- shaped slumps of sand along the base of the cross-

stratified sand escarpment. Secondly presence of an overlying soil of white and black sand which has been disrupted and

partly removed by earlhmoving macninery. Set is 7-8 m thick. C Set of large scale, broadly concav'e-upwards, trough

c^ross-strata, Jandakot West. Note 28 mmdiameter coin in lower left hand corner, below a broad trough-shaped bounding

surface (a). Stratification is obscured by slumped sand on the lower right hand side. D Large-scale set of low angle and

horizontal strata which resemble grainfall ana plane bed strata of Hunter (1977). Strata underlie an mterdune area, ban-

ning Vale. Coin 28mmin diameter. E Rare cut-and-fill structure, Banjup West. Lower set of horizontal strata has been

truncated bv erosion (? surface wash) and then overlain by an upper westward dipping O' large-scale high angle,

tangental to planar cross-strata. F Burrow structure (a) in horizontallv stratified sand which has negligible goethite and

kaolin silt-clav, Jandakot North. Layers resemble grainfall and plane ped strata of Hunter (1977). Coin is 28mmmdiam-

eter G Termi’tarium structured yellow sand, upper few metres of unit 4, Mirrabooka. In contrast to F above the sand is

relatively rich in goethite and kaolin silt-day (see Table 2). H Large-scale set of low angle, planar cross-strata (lower one

third) overlain by a large-scale set of horizontal strata (upper two thirds) which underlie an mterdune and are part y

ferruginized to form brown sandstone {coffee rock).
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TRUE DIP ANGLE OF STRATA(®)

Figure 5 Frequency distribution of true dip angles for high angle (equal or greater than 20“) and low angle (1.6-19“) cross
strata and horizontal strata (0-1.5“) from yellow sands ofthe Perth area. Swan Coastal Plain, southwestern Australia.

Dip angles of cross-strata have a bimodal frequency.
High angle (equal to or greater than 20°) cross-strata coth-

rise c 5 1 %of measurements and form a mode between
5-30° (Fig. 5). The highest dip angle recorded for cross-

strata in yellow sand is 35°. Low angle (1.6-19°) cross-
strata comprise 49% of measurements and form a mode
between 5-10°, and the mode is skewed towards 10-15°
(Fig. 5). The proportion of high angle strata is probably
lower than these figures indicate because of a bias in the lo-
cation of quarries towards hill tops rather than plinths and
interdune flats.

The frequency of occurrence of dip directions (azimuths)
of cross-strata at individual sites may be unimodal,
bimodal or polymodal (Fig. 6). Individual disconformity-
bounded sets of cross-strata at the same locality may have
variable dip directions (Table 2; Fig. 7). At six sites cross-

strata have mean resultant dip direction towards the Wand
SW. At three sites cross-strata have mean resultant direc-
tion towards the E and SE. At two sites cross-strata have
mean resultant dip direction towards the NE. At one site

the resultant dip direction changes between the various
disconformity bounded units of yellow sand (Fig. 6). Dip
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Table 2

Description of lithology for the sequence of yellow sands at Mirrabooka quarry. See Fig. 1 for location. Grain size

terminology after Folk (1974).

DEPTH(m) DESCRIPTION LITHOFACIES

0 to 4.0*

Quartz sand; yellow, massive, sand-framework supported, unimodal, near symmetrical to fine skewed (range 4 0.0 to

+ 0.12), well sorted to moderately well-sorted (range 0.47 to 0.61 phi), medium (range 1.21 to 1.63 phi) quartz sand with
0.9% fines** (range 0.60 to 1.185(>); framework quartz-sand grains of yellow sand have a surface coating of goethite (yellow)

pigmented kaolin plus silt-clay sized quartz.

Unit 6

DISCONFORMITY(V)""

4 to 9

Quartz sand; white in upper 0 to 0.3m then yellow io9m, massive, sand framework supported, unimodal, near symmetrical
(range + 0.02 to -0.05), moderately well -sorted (range 0.58 phi to 0.60 phi), medium (range 1.56 to 1.63 phi) quartz sand with

1.18% fines (range 0.97 to 1.35%); framework quartz-sand grains of yellow sand have a surface coating of goethite (yellow)

pigmented kaolin plus silt-clay sized quart/; the white sand does hot have a yellow coaling on grains.

Unit 5

DISCONFORMITY(IV)

9 to 14

Quartz sand; in places upper 0 to 0.3m white then yellow and yellowish red with white mottles to 14m; in places upper 0

to 0.5-1. Omis termitarium structured with a tortuous network of vermiform voids or loose sand fill and labyrinthoia walls

of coherent sand and silt-clayey sand; from 9 10 to I2.5m conspicuously cross stratified with large scale high angle strata

dipping towards the southeast; from 12.5 to 14m conspicuously cross-stratified with large scalelow angle strata dipping
towaras the southwest; sand -framework supported, unimodal to poorly unimodal, fine skewed to near svmmetrical (range

* 0.15 lo -0.05), moderately well-sorted to moderately sorted (range 0.54 to 0,72 phi), medium (1.33 to 1.66 phi) uuarlzsand
with 1.55% fines (range 0,88 to 2.08%); in places ihm beds of coarse sand; framework quartz-sand grains of yellow to red

sand have a surface coating of goethite, haematite, kaolin and silt-clav sized quartz; white sand does not have coating on
grain surfaces,

Unit 4

DISCONFORMITY(Ml)

14 lo 17.5

Quartz sand; brownish yellow to reddish yellow to brown with white mottk*s; conspicuously cn>ss-stratified; from 14 to

17,5m large scale, high and low angle strata dip towards the nctrthcast and east; in places from 16 to 17.5m large scale, low
angle cross-strata dip towards SSE; sand- framework supported, unimodal, near symmetrical (range + 0.03 lo » 0,06), moder-
atiNV well-w>rted (range 0.52 to 0.60 phi), fine to medium (range 1.69 to 2.03 phi) quartz sand with 2.24% fines (range 1.84

lo 2.74%); framework quartz. -sand grains of yellow to browm sand have a surface coating of goethite and kaolin plus silt-clay

sized quartz; white sand mottles have grains which do not have surface coatings

Unit 3

DISCONFORMITY(II)

17.5 to 20.5

Quartz sand; pale yellow to reddish yellow; generally massive, in places faintly cross-stratified with high angle strata dipping
towards the W& WNW;sand-framework supportecl, unimodal, near symmetrical to strongly fine-skewed (range + 0.(J8 to

0.61), moderately well-sorted (range 0.64 to 0.69 phi), medium (range 1 ,41 to 1.7 phi) quartz sand with 2.85% fines (range
2.53 to 3 13%); framework quartz-sand grains of yellow sand have a surface coating of goethite, haematite, kaolin and silt-

day sized quartz,

Unit 2

DISCONFORMITY(1)

20.5 to 26-t

Quartz sand; yellow to red, w’hite in the virinity of the ground w-ater table (c 24 26m); generally massive, in places faintly

cross-stratified with large scale, high angle strata dipping towards the NW; sand-framework supported, unimodal to poorly
unimodal. near symmetrical lo slronglv fine skewed (range + 0.06 to 0.37), moderately well sorted lo moderately sorted
(range 0.61 to 0,9? phi), coarse lo medium (range 0.97 to 1 .36 phi) quartz sand with 3.155fi fines (range 1 12 to 6.57%); frame-
work quart/ -sand grains of vellow to red sand have a surface coaling of goethite (yellow) 6r haematite (red) pigmented kaolin
plus silt-clay sized quartz; white sand in vicinity of groundwater table has grains which vio not have a surface coating;

groundwater tabic c 0.5m below base of quarrv.

Unit 1

• N.nural surface ha*. iH-en removed.

l-ines equal weight percentage of gram sj/e less than 0.09mm. Generally fines of yellow to red sand are composed of c50% kaolin, goethite and/or haematite
and c 50^ quart/ and heavy minerals. Fines of white sand are composed of quart/ and heavy minerals. Note that there is a uniformly consistent decrease
in the amount of fines from unit 1 at depth to unit h near the surface, l-urthermore modorn heach-berm sands average 0,09% fines (range 0-0.48%) and
Holocene coastal dunes average 0.15% tines (range 0-0.62%), see details in Glassford (1980).

••• Disconformities recognised by occurrence of palaeosols, undulating discontinuity surfaces, changes in structure massive to cross-stratified) and changes
in fabric, texture, composition and colour.
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Figure 6 Rose diagrams of dip directions of cross-strata for individual sites in the Perth area, Swan Coastal Plain,
southwestern Australia. See Fig. 1 for locations. Map boundaries are after Wilde and Low (1978, 1980).
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Figure 7 Vertical section of six disconformity-bounded
units of yellow sand and the dip angles and dip directions
of cross-strata for the respective lithoslratigraphic units of
yellow sand. Note that the yellow sands are massive near
the surface stratified at depth and then massive near the
groundwater table.

directions may vary markedly between and within units of

yellow sand at the one site. For instance at Mirrabooka
(Fig. 1) the lower strata of unit 4 dip towards 240* whereas
middle to upper strata dip towards 160® (Table 2; Figs 6 &

7)

.

The dip directions of all cross-strata have a polymodal
frequency distribution. High angle and low angle cross-

strata also have a polymodal frequency distribution (Fig.

8)

. High angle cross-strata have prominant modes between
135® and 1/1®, between 243® and 261®, skewed to 279®

and between 297® and 315®, skew'ed to 279® (Fig 8A). Low
angle cross-strata have prominant modes between 135®

and 153°, skewed to 171®, between 189° and 207®,

skewed to 225° and between 297® and 315° (Fig. 8B).

The mean vector resultant is (Figs 8 & 9):

• towards 220® for high angle, large scale cross-strata

• towards 198° for low angle, large scale cross-strata and

• towards 210® for all large scale cross-strata.

Interpretation

High angle, large scale cross-strata are interpreted to be

the lee-slope foresets of aeolian dunes (following McKee&
Bigarella 1979, Nielson & Kocurek 1987). Dip directions of

the high angle cross-strata indicate deposition by SE
winds, ENEwinds and NNWwinds (Table 3). Low angle

cross-strata are interpreted to be predominantly a combi-

nation of lee-slope foresets, dune (including star dune)

foot-slope plintns and sand-sheet sets (following

Ahlbrandt & Frvberger 1981, Kocurek 1981, Nielson &
Kocurek 1987). 6ip directions are roughly similar to those

of high ande cross-strata and indicate deposition by SE
winds, NNEwinds, and NWwinds (Table 4). Mean vector

resultants for high angle, low angle, and high angle plus

low angle cross-strata indicate long-term overall sand

movement, on average, was from NE towards SW(Table 5;

Figs 8 & 9). This is opposite to the direction of transport of

carbonate sands of tW present modern coastal dunes,

which is towards the NE (Searle & Semeniuk 1985).

Table 3

Formative wind directions and predominant direction

of sand movement for large scale high^ angle
cross-strata.

Modal dip directions

of large scale high

angle cross-strata'

Formative wind
direction

Direction of sand
movement

Towards .306®

(towards NW)
From SE From SE to NW

Towards 2.S2*

(towards WSW)
From ENE From ENE to WSW

Towards 162®- 144®

(towards SSE)
From NNW From NNWto SSE

' Modes arc from Fig. 8
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A. HIGH ANGLECROSS-STRATA

306

288 **-

270*-

252‘

234

.72*

-90*

108*

126'

MEANVECTOR- RESULTANT
[direction 220®, length 38.5. consistency ratio 0.33]

B. LOWANGLECROSS-STRATA

288'

2702-

252'

234

MEANVECTOR-
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(direction 198®

. length 30.5. consistency ratio 0.27)
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North
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North

324*

90*

288

2702-

108'

N = 228^ 180*
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(direction 210®
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Figure 8 Dip direction plots of cross-strata in yellow sands of the Perth area. Swan Coastal Plain, southwestern Australia.
A Rose diagram of dip directions of high angle (equal to or greater than 20®) cross-strata. B Rose diagram of dip directions
of low angle (1.6-19®) cross-strata. C Scatter plot diagram of dip angles and dip directions for all cross-strata. D Rose dia-
gram of dip angles and dip directions for all cross-strata. Note A & B are plotted with an arithmetic scale, and not an equal-
area scale (c/ Nemec 19o8).
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direction of movement.

Table 4

Formative wind directions and predominant direction

of sand movement for large scale low angle

cross'Strata.

Modal dip directions

tif large scale low angle
cross-strata'

Formative wind
direction

Direction of sand
movement

Towards 306®

(towards NW)
From SE From SE to NW

Towards 2l6®-l99®
(towards SSVV)

From NNE From NNE to SSVV

Towards 1
44®

(tt>wards SE)
From NW From NWto SE

Mode'S tire from Fig. 8

Table 5

Directions of mean vector resultants for high angle, low
angle, and high angle plus low angle cross-strata and

their palaeo-directional interpretations.

Cross-strata
Direction of moan
vector resultant'

Inierpretatfon

High angle Towards 220®
(towards SW)

Overall sand movement is from
NE to SWunder the influence of

Pleistocene wiitds which were
predominantly from the eastern

sector

l ow angle Towards 198®

(towards SSW)
Overall sand movement is from

NNE to SSWunder the influ-

ence of Pleistocene winds which
were predominanllv from the

eastern sector

o’ Towards 2I0®
(towards SSW)

Overall sand mosement is from
NNE to SSWunder the influ-

ence of Pleistmene winds which
were predominanth' from the

eastern sector

' Vector reMiltanls <ire from Fig. 8.
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The overall sand movement from NE has many local

variations (Figs 6 & 7). Sites which are closely located {eg

10, 11, 12, 13 & 14; Fig. 6) may have a wide cfivergence in

direction of their dip direction resultants. Furthermore the
dip directions of individual sites {eg sites 8-14; Fig. 6) are
also widely divergent, typically over more than .180*

. In-

terconnected (by one or more arms) stellate dune mor-
phology, plus the associated wide range in dip directions of

the internal strata of the same features, suggests that sites

8-14 are located within a linear draa (or megadune) with
star dunes. This interpretation is important, because the in-

ternal structures of star dunes are imperfectly known and
only rarely have they been identified in the sedimentary
record (Nielson & Kocurek 1987).

It has been previously suggested elsewhere that yellow
sand is predominantly glacial age desert-aeolian sediment
(Glassford & Killigrew’ 1976, Killigrew & Glassford 1976,
Glassford 1980, Semeniuk & Glassford 1988). Cross-strata

details (Figs 6, 7, 8 & 9) provide additional support for a

desert-aeolian origin and are consistent with the following
refinements to the desert aeolian model in terms of more
specific formative wind directions. During periods of depo-
sition of yellow sands. Pleistocene wind directions were
dominantly from the eastern sector, sub-dominantly from
the NWand to a minor extent from the Wand SVV.

Horizontal strata

Description

Horizontal strata (c 0-1.5® angle of dip) comprise c 13%
of all strata measured (Fig. 5). As discussed later this low
proportionate amount is probably an artifact of the lo-

cation of quarries in hills oi sand rather than sand flats. Sets
of horizontal strata are up to 7 m thick, and have been
traced laterally for up to 50 mand, by interpolating discon-
tinuous outcrop, for more than 100 m (Figs 2 & 3). Hori-
zontal strata mainly consist of thin to very thin beds and
laminae (Figs 4C, b & E). Individual strata typically are

planar. Sets of horizontal strata may be separated by low
angle stratification (Fig. 4C) and they usually grade lat-

er^ly into concave-upward low angle strata (Site 9 of Fig.

3).

Interpretation

Large scale sets of horizontal strata are interpreted to be
dune bottom-set deposits and interdune, aeolian sand-
sheet deposits formed mainly by grainfall and the move-
ment of wind ripples, plane beds/laminae and dunes
across the surface of interdune sand sheets (following
Glennie 1970, Hunter 1977, Ahlbrandt & Fryberger 1981,
Kocurek 1986, Lancaster 1988). The movement of sand as
ripples and plane beds or laminae across sand sheets pro-
duces horizontal strata during moderate to strong wind ac-

tion (Bagnold 1941, Glennie 1970, Jopling 1978), In terms
of this study, the direction of sand transport cannot be in-

ferred from horizontal stratification.

Sand flat terrain, if geomorphically anal^ous to the
sand flats of some desert areas {eg McKee & Tibbits 1964,
Ahlbrandt & Fryberger 1981), can be expected to be
underlain predominantly by horizontal strata, and these

strata would pass laterally into dune terrains underlain by
cross-strata. That is, cross-stratified dunes typically grade
laterally into horizontally stratified sano sheets of
interdune areas (Figs 2 & 3). Quarries located in sand hills

may be expected to have few horizontal strata. In desert

ergs cross-stratified dunes and plinths may pass laterally

into horizonatally stratified interdunes, and both may be
underlain by horizontally stratified sheets of sand.

Massive structure

Description

Sand units with massive structure have no internal

stratification. These units occur in three main settings:

below the present landsurface to a depth of 3-5 m; as thin

sheets typically 0.5-2 m thick beneath buried

unconformity surfaces; and up to several metres above the

w'ater table (Table 2, Fig. 7). Sequences of sand below the

w'ater table have not been observed in situ. Units with

massive structure commonly exhibit a range of

bioturbation features, as will be discussed later.

Interpretation

The massive structure of yellow sand is an overprint fea-

ture and predominantly the product of bioturbation. Thus
massive yellow sand rnay have originally been stratified.

This interpretation is consistent with the yellow sand
dunes and sheets being relict, and with the common as-

sociation of bioturbation overprints with relict desert

aeolian deposits (Glennie 1970. Fryberger et al 1979,

Glassford 1980, 1987; Ward 1988). Buried units of massive
yellow sand, which are overlain by stratified yellow sand.

Indicate an alternating history of desert aeolian deposition

followed by bioturbation during subsequent intervening

periods of semi-arid or humid conditions. The stratigraphic

sequence of structures thereby also is consistent with the

concept of alternations from gfacial age desert phases to in-

terglacial age humid phases. Such alternations characterise

the late Cainozoic or many low and middle latitude areas

of the world (Lamb 1977, Sarnthein 1978, Glassford 1980,

Thomas & Goudie 1984).

Major disconformilies

Description

Major disconformities occur in 13 quarries (Tables 1 & 2;

Fig. 7). These disconformities may be within several metres
of the present landsurface (Figs 2, 3 & 4), but more com-
monly occur near or disappear below the floor of quarries.

Disconformities have been traced continuously along
quarry walls for distances of up to 100 m and by
extrapolating discontinuous exposures for over 300 m(Figs

2 & 3). Their obser\'able extent is always limited by the di-

mensions of the quarry. Deep sequences of yellow sands
also have more disconformities than shallow sequences.

Disconformity surfaces are broadly undulose with
straight planar segments grading to curved segments (Figs

2, 3 & 4). Straight planar segments may be near-horizontal

or inclined at angles of up to 15°. Curved segments are

typically concave-up with maximum amplitudes of 5-6m
over 50-60m. Disconformities typically have a discordant

relationship with more than one set of cross-strata. Fur-

thermore, they also typically separate units of yellow sand
which are lithologically distinct in terms of structure {eg

cross-stratified or massive), textures {eg coarser or finer,

clay-rich or clay pwr), composition and colour {eg reddish
haematite-pigmented or yellow goethite-pigmented kao-

lin as coatings on framework grains and as fine sand to silt-

clay sized grains). Disconformity surfaces within se-

quences of yellow sands are commonly underlain by a

tnin, discontinuous sheet of massive white quartz sand
which typically is several centimetres to a few decimetres

thick. In places the lower boundary of such sheets has deci-

metre to metre deep pockets and pipes of white sand,
5-20 cm in diameter, which taper downwards into under-
lying yellow sands.
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Interpretation ity surfaces have formed by erosion and soil development

Discon formities are marked by palaeosols (identified during interstadial or interglacial intervals under semi-arid

from overprint features; Table 6).' They are buried former or wet conditions similar to the present. Disconformities

land surfaces, similar to the present vegetated land surface which are not underlain by a palaeosol, but are erosional,

below which there are pedogenic overprints. These may represent one or more glacial or interglacial intervals,

disconformities are super-bounding surfaces (Kocurek These disconformities are similar to the first order

1988), and most are similar to the regional bounding sur- bounding surfaces of Brookfield (1977), and the first and

face (Talbot 1985) category of super-surfaces. Disconform- second order bounding surfaces of Kocurek (1981).

Table 6

Description and interpretation of secondary alteration features, on or within yellow sand, which have overprinted pri-

mary stratification.

Overprint feature Burrow structure

Description Occurs up to 3-6m below the surface or below deeply btiried surfaces (disconformities); burrow-like structures range from

less than 1cm to several centimetres in diameter: depending on the plane of section burrows mav be round to cylindrical;

burrow-fill mav differ from surrounding sand in terms of texture, colour and grain types; burrows have a sharp contact with

surrounding sand.

Interpretation Burrowing bv various insects, spiders and vertebrates and infilling ol burrows when repeated destroys cross-strata and pro-

duces a pervasive burrow -mottled structure in detail at the mesoscale. and a massive structure at the macroscale.

Overprint feature Fibrous-root structure (a variety of root structure)

Description Occurs up !o3-f)m below the landsurfaceor3 bmbelow buried disconformities; thin 0.5- 1cm diameter vertical to branching

cord-like (dendritic) sand, more coherent than surrounding sand when subjected to subaerial exposure; dendritic sand may
differ from surrounding vellow sand mainly by being white.

Interpretation Growth of fibrous plant roots displaces cross-strata and following death and decomposition the root channels are infilled

with sand resulting in a dendritic structure of slightly more coherent sand at a mesoscale; at a macroscale the sand appears

massive.

Overprint feature Tap root structure (a variety of root structure)

Description Occurs to depths of more than I2m below the present landsurface; tap rwt structures typically arc 5-20cm in diameter and

this si/e extends continviouslv over vertical distances of more than 12m: the structures arc typically tube-like with a white

sand nil and ferruginous sand rim; the pijH'-like structures typically have a vertically discordant relationship with horizontal

strata.

Interpretation Growth bv tap-roots displaces strata: these lap roots act as conduits and sites for solutions and suspensions of iron and alu-

minium minerals therein- producing multiple vertically discordant pijH»s of white and ferruginous sand.

Overprint feature Colour mottles

Description Occur firstly in a broad ^heet-hke /one up to h-Sm above the groundwater table; secondly in a broad sheet-like /<me up to

3-8m below the landsurface or buried landsurfaces; mottlin are typically variable in size and shape; mottle diameters range

from a few mmto several decimetres, mottle shapes range from equant through nipe-like to highly indented amoeboidal;

mottles are typically vs-hite quart/ sand differing from surrounding yellow sand only in terms of colour and goethite, haema-

tite and kaolin content

Interpretation Vadose /one and the zone of capillary riseof intermittent wetting and drying and fluctuating Fh and pH in the phreatic zone

results in differential pedogenic removal of silt-clay sized coatings of goethite, kaolin and quartz from the surface of sand

grains.

Overprint feature Massive structure

Description Occurs up to 4-6m below the present landsurface and the surface of buried units of yellow sand; may grade vertically or lat-

erally into units of root-structured and/or burrow-structured yellow sand and/of colour mottled sand.

Interpretation Physical perturbations (cy wetting and drying, removal of fines, settling, compaction) and biological perturbations (cj; root-

growth, burrowing) de'*l'rov cross-strata by oisrupting and mixing sand layers to form a uniformly homogeneous yellow

sand

Overprint feature TefTnitarium (or labyrinthoid) structure

Description Occurs up to 2-4m below the present landsurface or below buried landsurfaces of yellow or brown sand/sandstone which

are relatively rich in silt-clav si/ed goethiti* and/or kaolin; lahvrinthoid structure comprises a tortuous pattern of vermiform

channels to vesicular voids with brown or vellow sand/sandstone (le/fa- nvri walls and fill; typically weakly coherent; ler-

mitarium or labyrinthoid structure tvpicaH'v forms a 0.5 to 1,5m thick sheet roughly parallel to the present landsurface. The

upper surface of this sheet typically is c (f.5-2m below the present landsurface.

Interpretation Termites build a maze of channels with coherent walls, and over time destroy stratification; this results in a sheet of

labyrinthoid structured sand/sandstone.
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Overprint feature

Description

Interpretation

Overprint feature

Description

Interpretation

Brown ncKiutos and brown comeniatton to torm sandsiimo roti)

Occur'i mainly ma shwt like /one between O.S to 2m thick and tend*- to Ih' thicker in mlerdunes; brown to yellowish brown
ferruginous quart/ sand ntxiules supjxirted in brown to vellow sand or brown ferruginous, massive, labvrmlhoid quart/
sandstone; niKluIes consist of quart/ sand suppiiried in a silt-cla\ matrix of goethite. kaolin and quart/; overlies vellow sand
and underlies white sand; upper Ixiundarv mav be smixith abruptly gradational and broadly parallel with the landsurface
or interfingered with white sand over vertical cTistances of I 2m. the lower boundary is abruptly gradational to vellow sand
and roughiv parallel to the upper boundarv.

Silt-clay si/i*d matrix material and framework gram coatings of gix'thite. kaolin and quart? have been removed from yellow
sand and transferred in fx»re water solution and suspension and deposited' in the vadose /one mainly as sandv nodules to
prtxluce brown ncxJular sand: and in the phreatic /one to produce brow n 's.indstone Both i)'pes of overprint are types of
latcnlii litiriiru^i (locally termed i iiffcr rihk). These /fftmf/i iUtruni>t^ are altered di‘sert-aeolian sediment because they con-
sist of framework grams of desi^rt-aeolian sand surroundtxl bv remohili/txf and mineralogically partly transformed deserl-
aeolian dust The overprints supptirt the \ iew of Plavford t'l al ( 197S) that vime /fl/cr/tes in Soutn-westerh Australia are of
PleLsiocene age.

VVhite quart/ sand

White quart/ sand is massive, and is without a gram-surface coating of gcxfthite. kaolin and quart/ of silt-clav si/e. White
quart/ sand occurs in thnx* stMiings. firstly, it is 1 2m thick where ii occurs within a few metres of the landsurface; secondly,
it is 0.5m thick where it marks buried former landsurfaces (at disconformihes); thirdly, it occurs near the water table where
It is c l -4m thick Near the present landsurface while sand thickens from dune lops to dune flanks to interdune flats; it also
typically overlies brown mxfular vtnd or brown sandstone, and is overlain by humic sand: its uppc*r boundarv is smtx>lh and
broadly parallel to the landsurface. and gradational into humic sand: its lower boundary is sharp or abruptly gradational, and
irregular or deeply (l -2m) fH*netrative in the form of I0-30cm diameti*f white-sand filled pqx^s into underlying brown sand.
The upper boundarv of white saixl In the viemilv of the groundwater table mav be sharp or broadiv gradational into vellow
sand

Yellow sand has been transformed to white sand bv removal of grain coatings of goethite, kaolin and quart/ silt-clav in pore
water solution and susjxmsion

Overprint feature Humic quart/ sand

Description Massive and fibrous-rix't siructurixl, grev to black quart/ sand with plant debris and silt clav si/ed organic material; the
quart/ sand generally is not civitcxj with gwthite and kaolin The unit forms a sheet-like cover 0 1 to 2m thick over white
or vellow sand; it increase's in thickness from Spearw-cHxf Dune ndges and Bassendean Dune lops Into flanks and interdune
and ndge flaS; humic quart/ sand overlies white or vellow quart/ sand with a gradational contact; its upper boundary is the
present landsurface, and its lower boundarv is broadly parallel to landsurface.

Interpretation Yellow or white quart/, sand has been impregnated bv plant debris and silt-clav si/ed organic material to torm a pedogenic
A-hori/on.

The occurrence of up to six units of yellow sand separ-
ated by five major disconformihes (Table 2, Fig. 7) is inter-
preted as the record of six major glacial-age desert aeolian
phases and five major interglacial-age semi-arid or humid
phases in yellow sands of the Perth region. These units are
most likely only the upper portion of the record of desert-
aeolian sedimentation in bW Australia (see Logan et al
1970, Glassford 1980, 1987).

Features which overprint
sedimentary stratification

Sedimentary stratification in yellow sand grades into,
and generally is gradually obliterated by pedogenic and
other alteration (or overprint) features (Fig. 10). Overprint
features include: burrow structures; root-structures; colour
mottles; massive structure; termitarium structures; cemen-
tation by brown limonite and clays to form nodules and
sandstone; removal of yellow or red grain coatings to form
white quartz sand; and humic infiltration/addition to form
humic quartz sand (Table 6). The obliteration is gra-
dational. It decreases downw'ards below the present
landsurface and beneath buried disconformies, and in-

creases towards the groundwater table. Furthermore, thin,
deeply buried disconformity-bounded units of sand lack
internal stratification, but may be sharply overlain and
gradationally underlain by stratified yellow sands. These
relationships indicate that stratification isa primary feature
and that it is overprinted by a variety of secondary features.
Bioturbation is further described below.

Yellow sand from 3 to 5 mbelow the present land sur-

face, and sands immediately below the buried surface of a

disconformity, generally are massive to mottled to vari-

ously bioturbated. With increasing depth below the pre-

sent land surface and below buried disconformihes, the
massive sand eventually grades into stratified sand.
Quarry walls expose living tap roots, dead tap roots, sand-
filled tap-root-like structures, and sand-filled to open in-

sect burrows that penetrate the layered sands, with
sediment-fills infiltrating from higher horizons. Gra-
dational sequences, from laminated sand, through lami-

nated sand with root and burrow structures to mottled
sand and massive sand, indicate the progression of

overprinting of stratification predomin«-intly by
bioturbation (Table 6; Fig. 10). Much of the yellow sand
therefore records a history of disruption, mixing, and hom-
ogenizing by biological, chemical and physical processes
VNmich have overprinted and destroyed primary aeolian
stratification.

Discussion and conclusions

The results of this study have many and far reaching im-

f

ilications. The pervasive occurrence of sedimentary strati-

ication in thick sequences of yellow sands in the
Bassendean and Spearwood dunes has implications for the
origin of these sands. This is because the occurrence of

stratification supports a primary aeolian origin, and pre-
cludes an origin w'holly by m situ decaldfication of
limestones.

Dip direction resultants of the cross-strata of yellow
sands indicate winds were dominantly from the eastern
sector, sub-dominantly from the NW, and to a minor ex-

tent from the SWand vV. This precludes a wholly coastal-

marine derivation for vellow sand because the easterly

component is opposite the SWto NEmovement of carbon-
ate sands of the modemcoastal dunes (Searle & Semeniuk
1985). Presumably the movement of sands that formed
Pleistocene coastal dunes (now limestone) also was from
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Figure lO Summary diagram of the relationships of cross-stratified yellow sand and secondary overprints. A Alteration

features which overprint and destroy primary cross-stratification. B Stages in the development of a multistoried sequence
of intercalated cross-stratified sand, massive sand and major disconformities. For simplicity, zones of humification,
cementation and bleaching are not shown.
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the SW. An easterly wind direction for yellow sand em-
lacement is consistent with the occurrence of latest

leistocene to Holocene lunette dunes, of the Swan
Coastal Plain, which are located on the western sides of

lakes {eg Benger Sw'amp, Forresdale Lake, White Lake; see

Glassford 1980, Beard 1982).

The seauence of stratified units, representing major
desert-aeolian phases or ergs, intercalated with the mass-
ive units beneath major disconformities suggest that the

yellow sands of the Swan Coastal Plain record a mainly
middle Pleistocene sequence of desert ergs. During Plio*

Pleistocene times there have been more than 20 glacial

periods (Kukla 1977, Lamb 1977, Hooghiemstra 1988) dur-

ing which high latitude areas of the globe were extensively

glaciated and sea levels were much lower than at present.

The middle to low latitudes (such as the presently humid
SWAustralia) then were desertic w'ith winds stronger than

at present (Lamb 1977, Samthein 1978, Glassford 1980,

Glennie 1987, Skackleton 1987, Rea & Leinen 1988). Ad-
ditional desert-erg sequences may be preserved on the

Yilgarn Block and possibly under the continental shelf of

Western Australia (Glassford 1980, 1987).

Stratified yellow sands, bounded by major
disconformities, thus record mainly middle Pleistocene

glacial age desert phases, when desert ergs were developed
on the exposed continental shelf and the ancestral Swan
Coastal Plain. Glacial age desert-erg phases were separ-

ated by interglacial age semi-arid to humid phases, with

their accompanying development of bioturbated

palaeosols on disconformities.
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